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Walker, LA

Summary:
A drainage culvert collapsed under LA Highway 1024 (Cane Market Rd.) in Walker,
LA on the morning of 27 July 2019. The collapse resulted in severe buckling of the
roadway and a vehicle getting stuck at the site of the culvert failure. A review of
recent rainfall in the area was requested to help determine whether it was a
contributing factor to the failure.
Supporting data included in this report:
• NWS Doppler radar imagery from the radar located in Slidell, LA
• Official watch, warning, and local storm report (LSR) statements issued by
NWS New Orleans/Baton Rouge
• Social media reports

Note: Client and business name/location were changed to preserve confidentiality
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INCIDENT OVERVIEW
During the predawn hours of 27 July 2019, a culvert collapsed underneath LA Highway 1024 (Cane
Market Rd.) in Walker, LA. The collapse resulted in severe buckling of the road and one vehicle getting
stuck at the site of the road failure. Two people inside of the vehicle received minor injuries
(http://bit.ly/2P1hQWc). Louisiana DOTD officials authorized emergency repairs at an estimated cost of
$150,000 in an attempt to get the high traffic road reopened before local schools started the new school
year (http://bit.ly/2KGiC6R).
Local government and state transportation officials requested a summary of recent rainfall in the area in
order to determine if that may have been a contributing factor in the culvert collapse.
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6 JUNE 2019: NWS ADVISORIES/WARNINGS
The first significant rain event noted in the weeks leading up the culvert collapse occurred on the
morning of 6 June 2019. An Urban and Small Stream Flood Advisory was first issued for the incident
location at 7:23 AM. The advisory noted ongoing rains and the potential for an additional 2 to 4 inches
of rainfall through 10:15 AM.
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6 JUNE 2019: NWS ADVISORIES/WARNINGS
NWS Doppler radar base reflectivity image from 7:23 AM on 6 June 2019, coinciding with the issuance of
the Areal Flood Advisory (green polygon) that included the incident location, is below. The Flood
Advisory was scheduled to expire at 10:15 AM but was upgraded to a Flash Flood Warning
approximately 30 minutes after its initial issuance. The storms seen in this image were propagating
eastward toward the incident location.
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6 JUNE 2019: NWS ADVISORIES/WARNINGS
Approximately 30 minutes later, the Flood Advisory was upgraded to a Flash Flood Warning valid
through 11:00 AM. The warning noted that flash flooding was “expected to begin shortly” and that rain
rates of 2 to 3 inches per hour were possible.
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6 JUNE 2019: NWS ADVISORIES/WARNINGS
NWS Doppler radar base reflectivity image from 7:58 AM on 6 June 2019, approximately 4 minutes after
a Flash Flood Warning was issued for the incident location (white marker), is below. The Flash Flood
Warning is indicated by the green polygon and was effective through 11:00 AM. The storms seen in this
image were propagating eastward toward the incident location.
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6 JUNE 2019: NWS ADVISORIES/WARNINGS
At 9:48 AM, a new Flash Flood Warning was issued through 12:45 PM, including the city of Walker. The
warning noted that flash flooding was ongoing and that 4 inches of rain had been reported in a 2-hour
stretch in the nearby town of Livingston.
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6 JUNE 2019: NWS ADVISORIES/WARNINGS
NWS Doppler radar base reflectivity image from 9:29 AM on 6 June 2019, approximately 1 minute after
a second Flash Flood Warning was issued for the incident location (white marker), is below. The Flash
Flood Warnings are indicated by the green polygons which intersect near the location of culvert
collapse. The initial Flash Flood Warning had an expiration time of 11:00 AM, with the second warning
having an expiration time of 12:45 PM. At this point in time, the back edge of the rains was nearing the
incident location, but widespread flash flooding was ongoing in the areas shown below.
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6 JUNE 2019: ESTIMATED RAINFALL
The nearest NWS Doppler radar located approximately 60 miles to the east in Slidell, LA provides
estimated rainfall for 6 June 2019. The culvert collapse location is noted by the white marker in the
image below and the radar estimate indicates between 3 to 4 inches of rain fell at the location on that
date. On the next page, ground level rain gauge reports indicate that the radar estimates were likely
running low in some areas on this date.
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6 JUNE 2019: RAINFALL REPORTS
A Public Information Statement issued by NWS New Orleans/Baton Rouge with a summary of rainfall
totals for 6 June 2019. Note that there was a report of 6.75 inches of rain 2 miles north of Walker, which
is approximately 3 miles south of the culvert collapse.
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6 JUNE 2019: FLOODING REPORTS
A Local Storm Report issued by NWS New Orleans/Baton Rouge at 10:50 AM indicated that multiple
businesses between Denham Springs and Walker had flooded. A Facebook post from the Livingston
Parish Sheriff’s Office at 11:33 AM on 6 June 2019 also indicated widespread flooding around Walker.

Post Link: http://bit.ly/30ueYT8
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14 JULY 2019: NWS ADVISORIES/WARNINGS
Significant heavy rainfall returned to Livingston Parish less than six weeks later, on Sunday, 14 July 2019,
in association with Tropical Storm Barry as it lifted northward across western Louisiana. A Flash Flood
Warning was issued for several parishes, including Livingston and the city of Walker, at 12:35 PM
effective through 3:30 PM. The warning noted that up to 5 inches of rain had already fallen in some
areas, with an additional 1 to 3 inches possible.
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14 JULY 2019: NWS ADVISORIES/WARNINGS
NWS Doppler radar base reflectivity image from 12:37 PM on 14 July 2019, approximately 2 minutes
after a Flash Flood Warning was issued for the incident location (white marker), is shown below. The
Flash Flood Warning is indicated by the green polygon. At this point in time, a tropical rain band
associated with Barry was moving in from the west and would impact the incident location for several
hours.
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14 JULY 2019: NWS ADVISORIES/WARNINGS
The Flash Flood Warning was extended for the town of Walker at 3:32 PM with an expiration time of
6:30 PM. The warning indicated that flash flooding was “expected to begin shortly” and that an
additional 2 to 4 inches of rain was possible.
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14 JULY 2019: NWS ADVISORIES/WARNINGS
NWS Doppler radar base reflectivity image from 3:32 PM on 14 July 2019, coinciding with the second
Flash Flood Warning issued for the incident location (white marker) on this date, is below. The Flash
Flood Warning is indicated by the green polygon. The tropical rain band associated with Barry was
continuing to produce heavy rain in the area of the culvert collapse.
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14 JULY 2019: NWS ADVISORIES/WARNINGS
At 11:22 PM Sunday, an Urban and Small Stream Flood Advisory was issued that included the town of
Walker. The advisory was effective through 2:15 AM and indicated the potential for an additional 4 to 6
inches of rain in association with another rain band from Tropical Storm Barry.
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14 JULY 2019: NWS ADVISORIES/WARNINGS
NWS Doppler radar base reflectivity image from 11:22 PM on 14 July 2019, coinciding with the issuance
of the Areal Flood Advisory (green polygon) that included the incident location. The precipitation seen in
the image below was associated with another slow-moving rain band from Tropical Storm Barry moving
eastward toward the incident location.
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14−15 JULY 2019: ESTIMATED RAINFALL
The nearest NWS Doppler radar located approximately 60 miles to the east in Slidell, LA, provides
estimated rainfall for the incident location. The image below represents estimated rainfall through 7:00
AM on 15 July 2019. The culvert collapse location is noted by the white marker in the image below and
the radar estimate indicates approximately 8 inches of rain fell at that location in association with
Hurricane (Tropical Storm) Barry.
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14−15 JULY 2019: RAINFALL REPORTS
Storm total rainfall for Hurricane Barry as reported by NWS New Orleans/Baton Rouge in their Post
Tropical Cyclone Report (http://bit.ly/2TVHaMg) is shown below. The summary includes a report of
8.83” of rain 4.1 miles NE of Denham Springs, or less than 3 miles SW of the culvert collapse, from 7:00
AM 11 July 2019 through 7:00 AM 16 July 2019. The majority of that (7.99”) fell on 14−15 July 2019. The
report also matches well with the estimated rainfall shown on the previous page of this report.
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21 JULY 2019: NWS ADVISORIES/WARNINGS
A third heavy rain event impacted the area on Sunday, 21 July 2019. At 1:13 PM, an Urban and Small
Stream Flood Advisory was issued through 2:15 PM. The advisory indicated that up to an inch of rain had
fallen with an additional 1 to 2 inches of rainfall expected.
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21 JULY 2019: NWS ADVISORIES/WARNINGS
NWS Doppler radar base reflectivity image from 1:13 PM on 21 July 2019, coinciding with the issuance
of the Areal Flood Advisory (green polygon) that included the much of the city of Walker, but was just
south of the incident location. The precipitation seen in the image below was drifting slowly northward,
but it would subsequently weaken as it moved into the area of the culvert collapse.
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21 JULY 2019: ESTIMATED RAINFALL
The nearest NWS Doppler radar located approximately 60 miles to the east in Slidell, LA, provides
estimated rainfall for the incident location. The image below represents estimated rainfall through 5:00
AM on 21 July 2019. The culvert collapse location is noted by the white marker in the image below and
the radar estimate indicates that approximately 1 inch of rain fell at that location, with totals of 2 to 4
inches or more a few miles east and southeast.
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JUNE – JULY RAINFALL
While there are no official NWS observation sites in or around Walker for obtaining rain totals, the
National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) generates a Quantitative Precipitation Estimate
(QPE) that provides a good look at rainfall in the area of the culvert collapse. These products are
generated by comparing radar-estimated rainfall to actual rain gauge reports. A bias correction is
applied once the radar estimates and actual gauge reports are compared, allowing for accurate
estimates of accumulated rain even where gauges are not in place. Satellite precipitation estimates can
also be incorporated to increase the accuracy of this product.
The image below shows that the area of the culvert collapse received an estimated 8”+ of rainfall during
the month of June. That total is approximately 25% − 50% above the normal rainfall for this area during
the month of June.
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JUNE – JULY RAINFALL
July was another wet month in the area of the culvert collapse, with the QPE product indicating an
estimated 10”+ of rainfall at the incident location. The incident occurred on the morning of July 27 and
the product below shows rainfall for the entire month, but a review of daily estimated totals (not
shown) indicates that 2” or less of the 10”+ July total fell in the days after the culvert collapse. Thus,
rainfall from 1 July – 27 July 2019 was approximately 8”+ at the incident location, which is ~50% above
normal for that stretch.
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SOIL MOISTURE
A plot of soil moisture anomalies obtained from the NWS Climate Prediction Center (CPC) valid on 31
July 2019 indicates abnormally wet conditions across most of Louisiana, including the incident location.
Positive anomalies of 60+ mm (~2.4 inches) were observed near the area of the culvert collapse,
indicating an unusually moist ground at the site.
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CONCLUSION
An exhaustive analysis of archived NWS Doppler radar imagery, NWS text products, social
media reports, and other relevant information reveals three heavy rain events in the general
vicinity of the culvert collapse in the preceding weeks, including two that directly impacted the
incident location.
On 6 June 2019, widespread heavy rainfall impacted Livingston Parish, including the city of
Walker. Radar-estimated 3 to 4 inches of rain fell in the area around Walker on this date, but
some rain gauge reports indicate that more than 6 inches of rain fell near the culvert collapse.
Widespread flooding was observed in this area, including water intrusion into some homes and
businesses.
The next heavy rain event in this area occurred on 14−15 July 2019 in association with
Hurricane Barry. Radar estimated that approximately 8 inches of rain fell near the incident
location during that 2-day stretch and there is at least one rain gauge report relayed by the
NWS that supports that estimate.
Bias-corrected rainfall estimates from NCEP indicate that approximately 16 inches of rain fell
near the incident location in the 7-week stretch leading up the culvert collapse (1 June – 27 July
2019). That represents a surplus of 5 inches or more, or approximately 50% above normal for
that period. Additionally, soil moisture anomalies indicated the ground was much wetter than
normal in late July as a result of the repeated heavy rains.
This report makes no attempt to examine construction or engineering variables involved in the
culvert collapse, but we can verify that rainfall was significantly above normal in the area in the
weeks leading up to the failure and may have been a contributing factor.
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